
April 29, 2011 

To: All the readers (and writers of comments/email) regarding McCormick (and the FBI if they care) 

[Guten tag, meine Deutchlander freunde!] (About 80% of the web traffic is from Germany?). 

Here is the only WARNING I am going to give:  If you are not a linguist, a behavioral scientist, a crypto-

analyzer, a “generally bored but somehow found this” type of person, and – most importantly – 

extremely objective (especially about seemingly religious things), close this, throw it away, stop now.  

There are those out there in “internetlandia” that are sure to be offended by this (and everything else 

on earth) – sorry. 

If you do not have experience and understanding of mental issues – not insanity, per se – issues like 

O.C.D., savant (-ism), autism, metals poisoning, ‘extreme’ intelligence (and anti-social leanings), brain 

damage, etc.; just leave this alone – you will not get it.  Prime yourself if you are not familiar with these 

things with the following movies (see, no “heavy reading” required): The Shining (automatic writing, 

repeat speech,“…REDRUMREDRUMREDRUM…”, ignore the “possession” stuff it is about the characters 

mental state(s)); Twelve Monkeys (ignore the Time Travel, pay attention to the Mental Disorders); Rain 

Man (Autism, High-Function, Savant); Enemy of The State (Paranoia, McCormick’s “they”-style); The 

Aviator (Howard Hughes, OCD, repeat-speaking (uttering)). 

On To The Destiny (Coincidence) That Leads to Reading McCormick 

On Sunday, March 20, 2011, one of “those” knocks on the door.  I know the date because between the 

17th and 19th I had been engaged with some very aggravating people regarding jobs, management and 

governance.  By Sunday, the 20th (10 days before McCormick/FBI) I had essentially decided that I was 

either “living in a nightmare” or “had died and was in Hell.”  That bad.  Then, the knock.  A very clean, 

well dressed, nice young couple presented me with a tri-fold ad and the question: “If you died today 

would you go to Heaven?”  I try not to “smack the innocence” (verbally or otherwise) out of well-

intended, nice young people.  Just because I was immediately-prior-to wondering if this is the 

Underworld (Governed by Hades) I did not see the ‘good’ in ranting at these “missionaries.”  They meant 

well.  I politely declined the debate.  But, I kept the “pamphlet” and have been using it as a bookmark.  

Especially (PSESHLE) since McCormick. 

Here is the title of the tri-fold: If you died right now, do you know for sure that you would go to heaven? 

Sound familiar, go back and read that last line of McCormick’s P1 if not. 

See the digi-pictures – they are low quality because I just “zapped” the thing with my digital camera, I 

did not scan them. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/computermedicnc/5670166091/sizes/o/in/photostream/ 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/computermedicnc/5670732184/sizes/o/in/photostream/ 

The “radio station” was the second “ah-hah, check this out” moment of McCormick-Northview. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/computermedicnc/5670166091/sizes/o/in/photostream/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/computermedicnc/5670732184/sizes/o/in/photostream/


OK I Told a Lie – Another Warning – Easily Offended? Quit Now 

In trying to figure out how to explain how to “reverse engineer” a thing like “P1” from a template like 

the Northview Tri-Fold, I realize it will not sound great to “most” Americans.  Onward… I have given “fair 

warning.” 

First, you must pretend for a moment that you are a barely-literate in English, foreign exchange student 

from somewhere that is not quite as “majority Christian” as the U.S.  From that vantage point, without 

the benefit of the “nice young couple” to explain, the pamphlet seems extremely “doom-y” and very 

“cryptic.” 

Top/Dead/Center under the inside headline: For the wages of sin is death… Romans 6:23 

I must interlude with “techno-babble” to re-state that I do not believe McCormick “encoded” or 

“encrypted” his message(s), his “since youth” own-writing system does not resemble Kaczynski’s 

“pattern dropping” nor a “Caesar shift.” 

Now, that “passage” sounds menacing and has a “cryptic” numbering system at the end.  What happens 

if we pass it thru a “savant filter” – not to hide it, to remember it ourselves, for later.  A lot of OCD 

people write a lot of things down.  Here’s my 10-second “translation” into a McCormick-esque 

shorthand (I don’t remember enough true McCormick-ese, it has been a month): 

FRDEWAGSESNSEDTHE (RM6:23) 

If you “sound it back out” ( ffff-are Dee (the) Wage’s sssss-N, D(uh)TH ) you can see very quickly how this 

type of “since youth” shorthand came into – and stayed in – use. 

Now is where you have to be “in the know” about Obsessive/Compulsive (and automatic writers, or 

“compelled writers”).  The “OCD” mind, even if just trying to copy (“plagiarize”) the basic “message” 

(because the subject/OCD likes it, believes in it, needs to make it their own) – they cannot just write it 

out like it is – it does not “rhyme.”  In McCormick’s case the “spoken rhythm” is not as important as the 

written one – like Haiku.  I’m going to take two more “lines” from the tri-fold and layout the “problems.” 

You can know for sure. (Left, Inside, Top) 

You must personally receive Christ by faith as your Savior. (Middle, Inside, Bottom) 

The “left” side is OCD-perfect, You=You.  The “right” side has to be fixed. 

So, studying the tri-fold we find on the right: Receive Christ as your Savior.  By “appending” this third line 

onto the first we have made a “perfect” starts-and-ends-written-rhyme. 

You can know for sure.  Receive Christ as your Savior. 

You must personally receive Christ by faith as your Savior. 

Finally, you just replace certain things (Receive = Rc line 1; receive = rc line 2; “just because that’s how 

they are now,” one Caps, one not), drop certain letters to semi-phonetic, add SE as needed (plural, is, 



etc).  I am not going to try to “mimic-out” a complete McCormick-Style poem from the Northview tri-

fold.  You could ask any “youth” (teenager with a text-capable phone) to “encode” the above two-line 

poem for you and it would come out very McCormick-like. 

uCNNO4SURE RcXsYRSAVR 

uMSTPRSNLYrcXxFTHsYRSAVR 

OK, semi-encoded or “youth shorthand translated” – not a mind-boggling encryption scheme. 

 

 

 

Northview Baptist Church – Tri-fold – Received 3.20.2011 – Note the “Radio Broadcast 90.7 FM” Sticker 

 

Plug (because they helped me ‘read’ McCormick): If you are near Fayetteville, NC… YOU ARE invited… 

http://northviewbaptistchurch.org/ 

http://northviewbaptistchurch.org/


 

Northview Baptist Church – Tri-fold – Received 3.20.2011 

If you died right now, do you know for sure that you would go to heaven? 

Links / Reference: 

FBI March 29th press release: http://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/2011/march/cryptanalysis_032911 

My P1 first attempt: http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0330_FBI_McCormick_DePsycho.pdf 

My P1 response to comments: http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0331_FBI_McCormick_P1_arfc.pdf 

My NOTES ‘reading’: http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0331_FBI_McCormick_notes.pdf 

Tri-Fold Inside: http://www.flickr.com/photos/computermedicnc/5670166091/ 

Tri-Fold Outside: http://www.flickr.com/photos/computermedicnc/5670732184/ 

 

Rain Man: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0095953/ 

The Shining: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0081505/ Remade: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0118460/ 

Twelve Monkeys: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0114746/ 

The Aviator: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0338751/ 

 

Books About OCD: http://www.amazon.com/OCD-BOOKS/lm/R3FUB1E5W98V99 

(I certainly haven’t read all of them, probably should not make recommendations.) 
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